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(Comm. by Z. SUETUNA, M.J./k., Feb. 13, 1956)

1. S. Chowla [1] proposed the problem (the cosine problem):
Let K be an arbitrary positive number. Then can we find

N--N(K) such that
( 1 min (cos mx+ cosm+... + cos mx)< K

0<2

for all n >N where (m,, m,..., m) is any set of n different positive
integers ?

We shall give an answer to this problem in a special case and
prove theorems closely connected.

2. Theorem 1. For any positive number K, there is an N such
that (1) holds for all n N and for any seg of disginc integers
(m,, m,..., m,) such hag he number of solutions of the equations
( 2 m+m--m
is of o(n2).

Proof. If not so, there is a positive number K such that for
any N there are an n > N and a set of distinct integers (m, m2,
.., m) such that

-f(x)-- , cos mx> K.

Then we have
-nf(x)K.

Let us consider ghe ingegral

I=f=(K-f)(n+f)dx
which was used by S. Szidon 2 for a differeng purpose. By the
Schwarz inequality

(3) I--( =K /2 f)dx)f ( --f)’ (K-f)/(n+
2 p2

J (K-f)adxJ (K-f)(f+n)dx-I.I,

say. Now since

we have

dx O, rtf 7 ax-
2Kf+f2)(n +f)dx
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and then

and

I fs Sdx

We have also

I-- (Ka-3Kf+ 8Kf-fa)dx

L-
r j(K_f)(n +2nf+f)dx

=(2Kn-2n:+Kn)-f:dx-7,-J f .dx.

By (3) we obtain

where
2+ + 2Kn +4Kn+2K

2K(n +2Kn +K) 2K(n + K),--,n[-n +2K(K- 1)n +4KK )n +2K.
Hence, or large n,

) J f d>(+o))n/K.

0n Che oher hand

fg- cos m+ 2 eosm cos mz cosmd
=1 l,jl 1

t,j=l

--N cos 2m,x cosm dx.

Let S=S(n) be the number of solutions of (2), then

dx 2rS+ rn/2,

which contradicts (4), since S=o(n).
3. Theorem 2. Let 0<1/2. If, cos mx -n,
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then the number of solutions of (2) is greater thn
1 n_(1 + o(1))

Proof.

and then

Le K=n in the proof of Theorem 1, then
2+ +%=2.n2+(1 + o(1)),
//-- a-- ,n(1 + o(1))

rjfdx (/2)n-(1 + o(1)).

Thus we get the theorem as in 2.. Theorem . For any positive number K, there is an iV such
that (1) holds for all nN and for any set of distinct integers
(m, m.,..., m) such hat the number of solutions of the equations
5 ) mm--mm (i<jn, k<ln)

is of o(n).
Proof. As in the proo o Theorem 1, if no so, there is a

positive number K such that or any N there are an n N and a
set of distinct integers (m, m,..., m) such that

f(x) cosm K,

and then
-n f(x) K.

Let us eonsider the integral

=f-f)(n+f)

whose square is less han

say. Now

2 f2J= (2vK +6Kn) gJ f dx+ gx,
2- (n +K(g-e)n +.n)+(-e)_f:+I f x.

Hence he inequality JJ.J becomes
3Kn-2K(K 3)n vK(4K 3)n-2Kn f+(-2Kn +4K(K- 1)n + 2Ka(4K+ 1)n + 4wK) fdx
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’(n +2Kn-2Kn +Kn+4Kn+2K) fdx.

By the inequality (4)

f dx > n(1 + o(1))

which contradicts the assumption.
Theorem 4. Let 0< <1/2. If

cos mz-n,
=-I

then the number of solutions of (5) is greater than

Proof is similar o he ese of heorem 8.
inlly he author expresses his hearty hanks o S. Uehiyama

who gave him valuable remarks.
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